
Welcome to the 
scheduling economy
Velostics pioneers unified scheduling of shipments 

between shipper, broker, and end customer.

Trends

Inefficient dock planning, suboptimal S&R staffing, expensive 
overtime and unnecessary detention are a $17B problem at 
manufacturing facilities, warehouses and DCs

Low-value work

20%+ of logistics/material planner, 

customer support time spent on manual 

scheduling.

Production risk

No real-time visibility into PO arrivals and 

whether critical materials are available on 

time.

Missed/unknown PO

Manual, error-prone driver entry Unknown 

POs delay receiving and missed order 

hurt customer relationships. 

Long loading times

Up to 4x longer loading times for loads 

with custom requirements.

Suboptimal staffing

Warehouse and shipping and receiving 

teams use an average of 2.5 hrs of 

overtime per worker per week.

Detention/Demurrage

Average of $90/live load across industry, 

$1000+ for drop loads.

Benefits for manufacturing facilities, warehouses and DCs

90% +

Reduction in manual 
scheduling and reviews

30%

Increase in warehouse / 
S&R labor productivity

40%

Reduction in on-site 
dwell time for live loads

Sets expectations
With vendors on delivery times.

Visual checked-in
Delivery confirmation.

Minimize driver wait
And unloading time.

Loads balanced
Throughout the day and week.

Time savings
Schedulers, S&R, and warehouse.

Audit reports
To support or refute detention charges.



What we deliver

Optimize gate-to-gate logistics 
and shipping & receiving

Appointment 
Scheduling

 Schedule/late reminder

 Slot bookin

 PO/ASN validatio

 BOL/packing list

 Scheduling API

Warehouse / S&R 
Planning

 Daily schedules visibilit

 Labor plannin

 Capacity managemen

 Outage managemen

 Auto load rescheduling

Driver Check-in

 Text-based check-i

 Guard/receiving des

 Custom form

 BOL captur

 Facility access

Dock and Yard

 S&R/warehous

 Hot orders handlin

 Un/loading workflow

 Broken seal

 Compliance monitoring

Performance 
Scorecards

 Gate-to-gate analytic

 Warehouse performanc

 Vendor on-time analytic

 Carrier performanc

 Detention reports

Who uses Velostics?

“Velostics was key in 
 

without additional hiring.”

supporting our 
expansion and business growth

Mike Shorts


Chief Operating Officer


3PL Services, Warehousing and Logistics

Qualifications

Who should talk to us?

Market
Manufacturers, 3PLs, DCs, Logistics, 

Service Providers, other warehouse 

operators.

Roles
COOs and operations leaders, 

Warehouse Managers, Plant 

Managers, Supply Chain/ 

Procurement, Logistics, Shipping & 

Receiving Managers.

<2 months
Payback time on Velostics rollout.
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